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UU'THt MAKIFESTO Op' THE WINNING OF 1922

	

Such are all our and foreign pictures, . Nvith ,

	

ceps

t*~+e~a~matogrsp~ers :
without

	

tiorY and artists without occupation, flea-

	

FROM THE MANIFESTO OF 24/I-i923 COUNdt'yi
nnta~men~' ; :, : :

	

' OF THREE TO THE CINEMATOGRAPHERS
` os`s~ttrd theorld overree w, . . . Five full-blooded world-daring years have :entered you and"'

Yoii--the

	

~t public of the movie houses with the tolerance of

	

leaving no mark . Samples of prerevolutionary art hang like ,-.

	

1

inches under, the load of served emotions.

	

ayerful entrails . Foreign lands support

	

cn, .
You-the impatient owners of the not-yet-bankrupt movie thea-

	

and still attract your pr
our confusion, sending into the renovated Russia the une

	

ted:
bars, greedily snapping up the scraps off the, German table, and, 'to a
;fir extent, the American table-

	

remains of mvie' draas dressed with an excellent te noral

You wait, ,,

	

sauce.

	

,

Debilitated by memories, you da dream and me for the MOON

	

Spring is coming. Studios are expected to start work . The Council

new sixeel feature . . .

	

y

	

p

	

ofThree does not hide its regret as it watches how the producers leaf

` . (nervous persons are asked to close theireyes),

	

through literature looking for pieces suitable for -conversion into

You wait for what will not happen and what,you should not

	

scenarios. The names of theater dramas and poems slated for .possi-
ble production are floating through the air. In the Ukraine, and here

. ;"

	

friendly warning:

	

in Moscow, several pictures have already been made bearing witness

Don'tbury our heads like ostriches.

	

to all qualities of impotence .
~' y

	

Pronounced technical backwardness, the loss of ability . to think
. `Raise your eyes,
v

	

I,ook.amund-

	

actively as a result of the doldrums, the orientation 'on the six.red

Therel

	

psychodrama, that is, the orientation on one's own behind-con-

by me and by every child's eye:

	

demns in advance all their attempts .
;
'

	

,Id

	

falling out.

	

The organism of cinematography is poisoned by the frightful,
es'

	

venom of habit. We demand being given an opportunity to expcri-
,1_ Intestines of experience

'` Out of -the

	

y of cinematography

	

ment with this dying organism, with an objective of finding an anti-
Out .

	

toxin:

p the reef of
the

revolution, We offer the unbelievers to be convinced ; we agree to try out our
,

	

medicine first on the "rabbits," on the movie etudes .
they drag

	

.-

	

Council of Three
leaving a ^'bloody traoe on the ground, shuddering from terror and
repulsion.

	

-

	

} .

	

,
All is'ended.

	

RESOLUTION OF THE COUNCIL OF THREE "10/IW-l9?3 .
D=A VERTON,

FROM `A s

	

+rocRAP
psyehologtdjnl, detective, . satirical, or

	

+ other picture. Cut
aut

	

scenes and just leave titles . We will get a litersry skeleton of
the picture. To this literary skeleton we . (2n add -new footage-real-
utic, symbolical, ezgressionist"--any ; loud. Things are` not changed:.
Neither is the interrelationship: literary skeleton plus cinematic illus-

Resolution on the ine-front : Qptisider not in favor.'

	

"
First Russian productions,-siao ,Wn us, as expected, are reminiseC rt :nE ;

the old' "artistic" models in the same way that the NEP-tanen retnirid
us°of the old bourgeoisie.

	

.
Projected production schedules for the summer, here -.atnd ;#u

Ukraine inspire no confidence .
Possibilities of wide experimental work is in the barkgrou~
All efforts, all sighs, tears, and hopes, all payers are to Seer-

--six-reel tine-drama .
Therefore, be it resolved, that the Council of Three; not

i ~rs;P
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Watching the pictures that came from the West and from
America, taking into account the information we have on the work
and searching abroad and here-I come to the following conclusion :

Verdict of death, decreed by Kinoks in 1919, to all motion pictures
without exception, is in effect to this day .
The most careful inspection does not reveal a single picture, a

single searching, that tries correctly to unserfage the camera, now
in pitiful slavery, under orders of an

	

LEGALIZED MYOPIA
imperfect shallow eye.
We do not object if cinematography tunnels under literature,

under theater; we fully approve the utilization of the cinema for
all branches of science, but we recognize these functions as accessory,
as offshoots and branches .

	

_
The fundamental and the most important :

~'Cinema-the feel of the wor
e initial point:

The utilization of the camera,

	

WAYFORTHE MACHINE
lag a cinema eye- more perfect than a human eye for purposes of

Y F, P reseach into the chaos of visual phenomena filling the universe)
The

	

e lives and moves in time and space,_perceiving and record-
ing impressions in a wa

	

ui e

	

ieren

	

human e e. It is
not necessary for it to have a par icu ar

	

DO
stance or to be limited in the number

	

16 PHOTOGRAPHS
of moments to be observed per second .

	

PER SECOND
The movie camera is better.
We cannot make our eyes better than they have been made, but

the movie camera we can perfect forever .
To this day, the cameraman is criticized if a running horse moves

unnaturally slowly-on the screen (quick turn of the camera) or,

a

for ,the admission of Kinoks to production and, in spite of the desire
of Kinoks to realize by themselves their own projects, forgoes for the
moment me ngnr or autnorsnip ana necrees :

publish immediately for broad distribution the general basis and
credos of the impending revolution through the Movie newsreel, for
which purpose Dziga Vertov is hereby directed, along the lines of
party discipline, to publish these passages from the book,- Kinoks
Revolution, which describe the substance of the revolution .

Council of Three
Carrying out the resolution of the Council of Three of April 10,

1923, the following excerpts are published:
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conversely, if a tractor ploughs too fast

	

ACCIDENTAL
(the slow manipulation of the camera

	

SYNTTIFSIS AND
A'1'Lank) .

	

CONCEN'I B.IU1'
ese, of course, are incidental, but

	

OF MOTION

	

-----,
we are preparing a thoughtout system of these incidents, a system of

pla, parent abnormalities that organize and explore plicno?ncna.
To this day, wee, raped the movie camera and forced-it-to--copy -~=

- of our eye. And the better

	

DONC51COI'l'
the copy, the

	

the shot was con-

	

FROM TIIF EYI",
sidered. As of today, we wide the camera and will make it ~
w rQ k inlth

	

Dnosite direction, furth

	

on-coming .
-v ~i

	

11 theweal.�es. ._ o~tTi aluf

	

~IACI-ih~'t:'t: AND

an eye.

	

ITS CAREl?R
--hereby ratify the eye, which is groping in the chaos of mo-

tions for a movement of its own and in its own right; we validate the
eye with its own measurement of strength and in potentially before
the self-ratification .

. . . to induce the viewer to see in a way that is best for me to
show. The eye obeys the will of the camera and is directed by it
to that sequence of moments of action that best brings out a cincina-
p r-,~

ase, the sequencethat raises and -lowers denouement with the
greatest brilliance and speed.

System of the Continuity of Actions

Example: Shooting a boxing bout not from the point of view of
a member of the audience, but on the basis of showing off as best
as p6ssible the sequence of holds of the boxers .

Example : Shooting a. group of dancers-but not front the point
of view of the audience, sitting in an awlitorium and having in front
of it scenes of a ballet .

	

~---

	

'
For the viewer of a baf" I'THE MOST INEFFICIENT,

let haphazardly follows the THE MOST UNECONOMICAL ``
whole group, or incidental ,RENDITION OF A SCENE
performers, or some legs-

	

'--IS THE THEATRICAL

	

-
a series of scattered observa-

	

-__RENDITIOti
tioris, different for everyone in the audience.
The movie viewer cannot be presented with this . The system of

consecutive actions demands filming the dancers or the boxers in-a
wa which would-account_ for consecutive events witlicertain details

2.

I ~Il~wlrl~~l ~ II~,~

	

'I9~IIII I~I~
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and actions forced upon the viewer, so that there is no chance for
him to miss these.
The camera drags the eyes of the viewer from hands to legs, from

legs to eyes, in a way that is the most efficient. It organizes the
parts into an edited orderly study.

3.
You are walking on a Chicago street today in 1923, but I make

you nod to comrade Volodarsky, who is, in 1918 walking down a
street in Petrograd; he acknowledges

	

MONTAGE IN TIME
your greeting.

	

AND SPACE
Another example: They are lowering the coffins of national heroes

(shot in Astrakhan in 1918), they fill in the graves (Cronstadt,
1921), cannon salute (Petrograd, 1920), memorial-service hats come
o$ (Moscow, 1922) . These actions go together even in the ungrate-
ful, not specially filmed, material (see Kino-Pravda, No. 13) . Crowds
greeting Lenin in different laces, in different times are also in this
category (see Kino-Pravda, No. 14) .

HUMAN RACE OF
KINOKS COUNCIL OF

THREE. MOSCOW, HALL
OF INTERVALS TODAY-

TODAY APRIL
3

REPORT BY DZV ON
THE THEME
CHAMBRE

CINEMA-PHRASE
BEGINNING 8:30 P.M.

. . . I am eye. I am builder.
I implanted you,

	

most re-
markable chamber which
rapt exis u_

	

EFaeit-to-
day.

	

chamber, there
are twelve walls, photographed
by me in various parts of the
world . Manipulating shots of
walls and details, I have suc-

ed in arranging them in
n order that pleases you andpleases you

in constructin cone	a-Cinematic phrase, which is the room.

I am eye. I have created a man more perfect than Adam; I created
thousands of different people

	

ELECTRIC YOUNG MAN
in accordance with previously prepared plans and charts .

I am eye.

	

. '
I take the most'agile hands of one, the fastest and the most grace-

ful legs of another, from a third person I take the handsomest and
the most expressive head, and, by editing, I create an entirely new
perfect man.
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4.

. I am eye. I am a mechanical eye.
I, a machine, am showing you a world, the tikes of w?uch onh' I

can see.
I free myself from today and forever from human inlmobiity, I

am in constant movement, I approach and draw away from objects,
I crawl under them, I move alongside the mouth of a running horse,
I cut into a crowd at full speed, I run in front of running sold :crs,
I turn on my back; I rise with an airplane, 1 fall and soar together
with falling and rising bodies .
This is I, apparatus, maneuvering in the chaos of movements, re-

cording one movement after another in the most complex com-
binations .

Freed,, from the obligation-of--sliooting_sietecn-seventeen shots

	

j/
~s

	

second, free

	

rom the frame of time and space, -L.cooidinate-7 4,-
any and all

	

oints .of the universe,-

	

- crever_I,may plot them .
y roa

	

is towardthe creation o -,a fresh-,perception of the world.
Thus, I decipher in a new way the world unknown to you.

. Let us'agree once more : The eye and the car. The ear pecks,
the eye eavesdrops .

Distribution of functions.
Radio-ear-edited, "Hear!"
Cinema-eye-edited, "See!"
There it is, citizens, in the first place instead of music, painting,

theater, cinematography, and other castrated outpourings.
In a chaos of movements running past, .streaking away, running

up land colliding-only the-eye enters life_simply._The c?av of visual
Tiinpressions is past-.71 p_\~ to convert ORGANIZATION

� OFthe impressions of the day into ov OBSERVATIONS

functional

	

whole-into

	

a

	

vifiiil

	

BY A HUMAN EYE .
study? To film everything that an eye has seen will result in a
jumble . To edit artfully what had been photographs would result ill
a. greater clarity. It would be better yet to scrap the annoying rub-
bish . Thus wSZet organized memoirs of impressions_ of a simple eyc .-

m`ecFanical e e-fhat's"themovie camera . It refuses to use tllc
human eyeas latter were a cr1 -Sleet ; it is attracted and re-
pelled by motion, feeling through the chaos of observed events for
a roadway for its own mobility and modulation; it experiments, ex -~
:,tending time, dissecting movement; or, on the contrary, absorbln
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. They are many who, hungering for spectacles, lost their pants
in theaters .
They run from weekdays, run from the "prose" of life.

...And yet the theater is almost always only a scabby surrogate of
this very life plus an idiotic conglomerate from balletic contortions,
musical squeaks, clever lighting effects, stage sets (from those smeared
.onto those constructed) and sometimes good work from literary
masters perverted by all this hogwash.
Some theater overseers enlist help : bio-atechanics (a good pursuit

by itself), cinema (bestow it honor and glory), literatures (riot bad
by themselves), constructions (some are not-bad), automobiles (how
can we not respect them?), rifle shooting (dangerous and impressive
thing in the front lines) . But, on the whole, not a goddamn thing
comes out of it.
Theater and nothing else .
Not only no synthesis but no orderly mixture either .
Could not be otherwise.
We, Kinoks, r 1 e opponents of rematur

	

thesis ("To
synthesis at the zenith o accomp is merit' ,understand thatto mix
the crumbs.-of_achievements is to have the infants perish from crowd-
ing'ancT-disorde%"

In general--

into itself the time, swallowing

	

DECOMPOSITION
yeap and, thus, diagramming

	

and
sothe processes unattainable to the

	

CONCENTRATION
normal eye.

	

of
. . In aid to the eye-machine

	

VISUAL PHENOMENA
is the Kinok, the pilot, who not only steers the apparatus, but also
trusts it in experiments in space and in whatever may

	

BRAIN
follow. Kinok, the engineer, directs the apparatus by remote control .

~- This concerted action by the liberated and perfected apparatus and
the strategy-making brain of man-directing, observing, compensat-
ing, will result in an unusual freshness, and even the most common-
Llace will become interesting.
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ARENA IS SMALL

Please come into life .
Here we work-craftsmen of seeing-organizers of visible life,

armed all over with the maturing eye. Here work the master-crafts-

11iIiJli ll el~

men of words and sounds, the most skillful editor-cutters of the
heard life . To them, I also dare slip over a mechanical ever-prcsevt
ear and megaphone-radio telephone .

This is

NEWSREEL
RADIO NEWS

I promise to wangle a parade of Kinoks in Red Square in case the
futurists come out with No. 1 of their edited newsreel .
Neither the newsreel of "Paths" nor of "Gaumont" (newspaper

chronicle) nor even the Kino-Truth (political chronicle), but a
real Kinok-type of a chronicle-a dashing survey of visual events de-
ciphered by the movie-camera, fragments--of-actuaLenergy_(as-against-
theatriml enema), with their intervals condensed into a cumulative
w ilo1eby the great mastery of an editing technique.

Such structure of a cinematic thing allows a development of anvr,
theme-be it comical, tragic, or anything else .

It is all a matter of juxtaposition of one visual moment with an-
other, all a matter of intervals .

This unusual flexibility of edited structure allows to introduce
into a movie continuity, any political, economic, or any other motif.
.11aerefore

	

^As of today cinema needs no psychological, no detective dramas,~
As of today-no theatrical productions shot on film,
As of -today-no scenariozation of either Dostoyevsky, or Nat

Pinkerton.
verything is included in the new concept of the newsreel .

Into the confusion of life, hereby decisively enter:
11. The Eye, disputing the visual concept of the world by the

hurr(an eye and offering its own "I see" and
Z) Kinok-editor, who.organizes, for the first time, what had been

so perceived into miuutes_of life ~,ueture.
TranslatetFfrom the Russian by Val Telberg

FROM THE NOTEBOOKS OF DZIGA VERTOV

9
I began early. By writing various fantastic novels (The Iron Hand),

by writing brief sketches ("Whale Hunting," "Fisllin~"), poems
Masha"), epigrams and satirical verse

	

("Purishkevich,"

	

. ..I'11e
irl With Freckles") .
Later, all this was transformed into a fascination with a montage

~
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of stenographic notes and sound recording-in particular, a fascin .
ation.ywith the possibility of documenting sounds in writing, in

ft-10 depict in words and letters the sound of a waterfall,
the noise of a sawmill, in musical-thematic creations of word-mon-
tage, "Laboratory of Hearing."

Later, in the fall of 1918, came the shift to film, life on 7 Gnezd-
5ikovsky Street, and work on the magazine, Cinema 'Weekly . Ideas
on the "armed eye," on the role of the camera in the study of the
living world. Early experiments with high-speed shooting, the con-

pt of the "cinematic-eye" as a rapid eye (in the sense of a rapid
thought) .
The early sixteen frames per second became obsolete . Not just

rapid filming, but multiplication filming, . microfilming, macrofilm-
mg, reverse filming, filming with a moving camera-all became com-
monplace.
The " '

	

" is in the realm

	

"

	

' h the naked eye does
not see,'

	

mierosco .e_and,. elesco_e of_ti_me, an X-ray eye, the
"did"ttlfcan

	

eye, ie remoe conro o a camera
All these various definitions mutually complement each other;

the "Kino-Eye" includes :
all film methods,
all cinematic images, and

_,all methods and means by which the truth can be shown.
Not the "Kino-Eye" for its own sake,

	

n the tn hrr.the m

	

ns
` ."Qthe� K, no-Eye

	

Cinematic truth.
The "candid camera," not forits own sake, but to show people

without their make-up on; to catch them through the camera's eye_
at some moment when they are not acting; to capture their thoughts
by means of the camera .
The "Kino-Eye" as a means of making the invisible visible, the

obscure clear, the hidden obvious, the disguised exposed, and acting
of acting.
But it is not enough to show bits of truth on the screen, separate

frames of truth. Theseframes must be thematic a. y,_organized_ so
th

	

the whole is also tr

	

i,This isan even more difficult task. There
is little

	

eoretical study of this problem. Hundreds, thousands of
experiments must be conducted, in order to master this new field of

;.cinematographic work.
The "Kino-Eye," which has set for itself the task : "To combine

science with cinematic-depiction in the struggle to revea1tR

	

.7: . .
todeci

	

eality,',was bornin~ozens and-hurSdieds of experi-
ments. These experiments, which aided the over-all development of
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PIII""'sly"rlll- i

descriptive and scientific filming, continued month after month,
year after year . During all this time, it was necessary to overcome
great difficulties, not only of an organizational and technical nature,
but, for the main part, difficulties caused by our inability to clc:n:on-

strate the inevitability and necessity of this work . In this cxpcrivrcn-
tal work, we can distinguish three periods.
The first period began in 1918 . These experiments' took place during

the Civil War, when Cinema Weekly was being published, and Film-

ing was being conducted under battle conditions on all fronts . To
this period belong such films as Battle at Tsaritsyn, The Action of
Mirnov, Discovery of Sergei Radonexhsky's Remains, The VTIK
Train, and others . This period closes with a long film in thirteen
parts : History of the Civil War (1921) .
The second period begins in 1922 . This period could be called .tl .c

perod of Kino-P_ravda_ ~m~e~ma_Truth_), Review films, sketch Films,
verse films;, film poems, an~lc preview films made their appearance .
Each release of Kino-Pravda brought something new. Considerable
work was also being done in the utilization of new methods for
subtitling, transforming them into -pictorial units-equal to_thosc_ of
the images .
~Gng experimental films, like The Kino-Eye (1924) Fonvard
Soviet! (1925), The Sixth Part of the World (1926) were released .
The third period-The Kino-live in the Ulzraine, The October

March, The Eleventh Year (1928), The Man with a Movie Camera
(1929),

	

film without words, and Enthusiasm (1910), a symphony
of noises, were releas

	

n raln

	

accession.
With Three Songs of Lenin (1934), that "symphony of thonalit"

began the third period of experiments. Three Songs of Lenin was
a ready a manysided experimental synthesis that, y~itliits fa_r-re~:c'1inL1
roots

	

lgl'y_.ed int,~

	

o the un~rsitten--rx hive fnl;, gr

	

tlae_~o~'ic

	

-

.~.~-.--

	

Februarv, 1940

Early Thoughts
Nineteen-eighteen . I moved to-Gfiezdnikovsky, --+,~' 7. Did a risky

jump for a slow-motion camera .
Didn't recognize my face on the screen .
My thoughts were revealed on my face-irresolution, vacillation,

and firmness (a struggle within myself), and, again, the ioy of

victory.
First thought of the Kino-Eye is a world perceived without a

mask, as a world of naked truth (truth cannot be hidden) .

;
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ABC of Cinema
IwA ,,~llrenburg, apparently impressed by the first series of the

Kino-bye, once wrote :
r- "`The work of Vertov is a laboratory analysis of the world-complex,
painstaking. Kino-Eye takes reality and transforms it into several

~bas c elements-if you will-into a cinematic alphabet."
Nowadays, we all know that those who worked on Kino-Pravda

and Kino-Eye created a cinematic alphabet, not for its own sake,
but to show the truth.

My Views
In 1918, h switched to film . At that time, I was working on a film

journal (Cinema Weekly), on historical films (History of the Civil
War), film sketches, film verse (see No. 23 of Kino-Pravda), film
caricatures (Today, Chervonets, . Grimaces of Paris, Soviet Toys),
films of various war campaigns and actions, experimental studies
Battle at Tsaritsyn), and longer film poems (Kino-Eye, Forward,(Battle

The Sixth Part of the World, The Eleventh;) songs with-
out words (The Man with a Movie Camera), sound symphonies (En-
thusiasm), and, finally, the recently finished Three Songs about
Lenin . All totaled, counting the smaller works, not less than 150
works.
My attitude toward these films is that of an inventor toward his

nvention . Much is outdated and seems to be a little farcical to me,
like a Buster Keaton comedy; but in their own time, these funny

t experiments did not evoke laughter, but a storm of controversy,
1 ideas, and plans.

These films were less of "widespread demand," than "films pre-
cursing other films."

April, 1934

Three Songs About Lenin
I've managed to make Three Songs About Lenin (at least to

some degree) accessible and comprehensible to millions . But not
at the price of cinematographic language, and not by abandoning

4 the principles which had been formulated earlier. No one would,
'-demand this of us .

The important thing is not to separate form from content. The_
secret-lies in unity of form and content. In refraining from shocking
'tlre spe6Ffoi1iy' introducog'oBIe-.--c sor devices that are unnatural
or extraneous to the work . In 1933, while thinking about Lenin, I

The Writing% of Dziga Vertov

decided to draw from the source of the people's creative folklore
about Lenin. I would like to keep on working in this direction .

If he saw darkness, he created light .
From the desert, he made orchards .
From death-life .

or
A million sand grains make a dune .
A million peas make a bushel .
A million weak-a great strength .

Are these images and songs of nameless poets of the people anyj
poorer . than the images of the most refined formal works?
The subject in which I am working is the least studied, the most

highly experimental subject of cinematography .
'

	

The road along which I am going, in an organizational, technical,
down-to-earth manner, and in all other 'senses, demands super-
human efforts. It is a thankless and, believe me, a vcrv difficult road .
But I am hopeful that, in my field,

	

able- to___dcfcat
formalism, todefeat naturalism, to become a _poet not for the few,
but for the-ever increasing millions .
"If"is-lar from simple to show the'ffuth .
But truth itself is simple .

Mavakovsky
Mayakovsky-his work is a Kino-Eye . He sees what the eye does

not.
I liked Mayakovsky from the start, without reserve, from the first

book I read . The book was called Simple as a Bellow . I knew it by
heart. I defended him from vilification as well as I knew how; T
explained . I did not know Mayakovsky personally at the time . W11en

I first met°the poet at the Polytechnic Museum in Moscow, I wns
not disappointed . He was just as 1 had imagined him . '1vIavakovskv
noticed me in a group of excited young people . Of course, I looked
at him with admiring eyes . He came up to us,-"We're awaiting your

next book," I said . "Then get your MenEs together," he answered,
"and demand that it gets published more quickly."
My meetings with Mayakovsky were always brief. Sometimes :n

the street, or at a club, or at a station, or at a cinema . TIC didn't

call me Vertov, but Dziga. I liked that . "Well, hoe's the Kino-Eye

doing, Dziga?" he once asked me. This was soniewltere on tlic ro .^.c' : ., .

in a railroad station. Our trains met. "The Kino Free is is^rr n^

.Ireplied. He thought awhile and said : "Tlic Kino [".N'c is a 1

house of the film world."

	

-
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The last time I met Mayakovsky was in Leningrad, in the lobby
of the Nuropa Hotel.Hotel.
-

	

ya Covsky asked the waiter, in a gloomy voice, "Is there going
to be a ' cabaret tonight?" He noticed me and said, "We should
have a leisurely talk together . A serious talk. Let's have a `feature
leas

	

h' creativedis.gil~ s_s_ion toda :'
waited for Mayakovs y in my room.

It seemed to me that I found the key to filming documentary
sounds.

I walked back and forth in my room, waiting for Mayakovsky
and rejoicing at having met him again.

I wanted to tell him about my attempts to create a film_poem_ in
whi_ckmpntage..phrases would rhyme one wi t ewer:
I waited for him till midnight .
I don't know what happened to him; he did not come.
And, in a few weeks, he was gone.

me More About Mayakovsky
My love of Mayakovsky's works did not in any way contradict

my ideas about creativity of the common people.
I never considered Mayakovsky to be obscure and unpopular.
There is a difference between popularity and popularization .
Mayakovsky is understandable to all who want to think. He does_

not waste or

	

e man who does not ttt i~

	

His woTis far from

~g
a popularization, but he is popular.

Unity of form and content-that's what strikes one in the works
l of the people, and that'

	

'n

	

a akovsk .
I work in the field of he poetic do

	

mentary

	

m. That's why I .
feel so close to both -the o

	

songs and the poe

	

o Mayakovsky .
I am striving in my future works for greater unity of form and

content than in

	

_Three Songs About Lenin,

	

sscP~nitc~ of f,_

	

and-content guarantees-success ._

	

On Scenarios for Documentary Films
If we want to achieve continuity and coherence in our scenes not

at the cutting table, but much earlier, during filming,
if we want
this continuity and correspondence of scenes to result in

an irresistible movement forward- from the old toward the new
quid y, y_. .ove m--ff.-0,~,ulties, obstaacTS contradictions;b'a'the
struggle _between__the old and the new,"

if we want
to genuinely solve this most difficult problem of all, then we have
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to rely on the small scenario . Or even the inicroscernario . Or evcn
the minutest of directions . The smaller it is, the more accurate any:
complete it should be . And the more accurate and complete `,:,.

make it, the more difficult it is to make it . Nonetheless, it is vital to
complete such scenarios.

Because once they are completed,

	

---------~
then the cameramen themselves (each in his own way) attempt

to take down, in their notes, preliminary schemes of the subject, ;
sometimes making notes in the text of the subject, sometimes in
film direction, sometimes . in accurate scenario plans.
One may say:
Not every cameraman is a specialist . Many of our comrades need

assistance . But can they not be helped by our young, energetic
specialists?

	

,
We have a new group of young men and women, blooming,

strong, fiery, and talented .
There are many specialists among them .
Why shouldn't they, with their fiery vigor, kindle the flames of ,,

enthusiasm in our old specialists?
Why shouldn't our young scenario writers (arm in arm with the

cameramen) discover the secrets of small scenario writing for film
subjects?
Why shouldn't they become authors of small film novels?
Why shouldn't they take up this basic task, if it really is basic? _
Maybe only young people have the right to make the first steps

in this direction?
Maybe my thoughts on this are not very clear. My comrades

~shouldcorrect me, and make my ideas clearer .

	

,_.
The point of this whole thing is this : Is there in all that I've

said a useful grain of truth?
Is there within it even some noticeable approximation of,truth?
Use of these ideas in practice,will give us the answer .
tlfus"if-t~mall scenario actually does become the key that will c

open doors to a new quality of subject,- fhen I will have the right
to say to myself :

	

'"
Practice has shown that my assumptions were not wrong or

And practice -is_,the crri erion, o

	

truth_

Creative Plans, Testimonials, Ideas

1 . If Kino-Pravda is truth shown by means_ of the cinematic
e e, then a shot of the banker will only~e true if«e can tear the
mail from him, if behind his mask we can see the thief .
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l. The only way we can divest him of his mask is by concealed
tion, by concealed photography : that is, by means of hidden

cameras, supersensitive film and light-sensitive lenses, infrared film
fo night and evening shooting, noiseless cameras. Cons_ nt readi-
n ss_ of th_scamefilming Immediate shootin_ of a perceive
o_,~_e~ctl

	

_ ,__

	

_
Not in the theater, but in life, the thief 'plays the role of the

cashier in order to rob the cash register . Or else the confidence man
plays the role of a doting suitor to seduce and, then, rob a woman.
Or else' the hustler plays the simpleton in order to fool his victim .
qt else the prostitute plays the-girl-with-a-bow to make a fool of the
nincompoop. Or else the hypocrite, the flatterer bureaucrat, the spy,
the bigot, the blackmailer, the contriver, etc., who hide their
thoughts while playing one role or another, take their masks off--o n1y_

ie~c_t na ~n

	

can see them or hear them. 'f'o s o'em without~`'--~-,-ata difficulttask-tliatisbtl-u .--rewarding
5.

	

.
. All this w

	

riplayssomeone else'~zoleink But if
we take `a pro essiona ac or, playing a role in the theater, to film
him through the "Keno-Eye" would be to show the agreement or
disagreement between the man and the actor, the correspondence
or;lack of correspondence between his words and his thoughts, etc.~m reminded of one actor who was laying in one of the old silent
filins . Dying from wounds in front o the camera, showing suffering
on his body and face, he was at the same time telling an anecdote
which was amusing everyone-apparently showing off his ability toact while not feeling the emotions he was portraying. If thecon-
lsionsfthddld h bddf,oe woune man couaveeen recoreor sound

then in place of moans we would hear, to our astonishment, some-
thing directly opposite to what we were seeing on the screen : words
with double meaning, jokes, giggling . ,
r;~pparently, the actor had to die so many times before the camera
that it had become automatic; he did not have to use his mind to
act: His mind was free to tell jokes This--the ability to dissimulate.,
to affect two identities-seemed quite disgusting to me at the time .
To show Ivanov in thelf Pt

	

thhth "Kiroe oerov, as seenrougeno-
Eye," would be to show him as a man in life and asan-actor-on-the

versa. Compete clarity. Not Petrov in front of you, but Ivanov
playing the role of Petrov .
4. If a fake apple and a real apple are filmed so that one cannot

be distinguished from the other on the screen, this is not ability,but incompetence-inability to photograph.
The real apple has to be filmed in such a way that no counterfeit
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can be possible . The real apple can be tasted and eaten, wlii1e t1te
artificial one cannot-a good cameraman can understand this case .; .'

Films About Women
I .am a film writer . A cinepoet . I do not write on paper, buff or

film . As with every writer, I leave to make work notes. Observ .itions,
Not on paper, however, but on film . Together with longer poems,
I write short novels, sketches, verse . Many writers took their heroes
from real life. For instance, AlMa Karenina was based on the life of

one of Pushkin's daughters . I thought about recording on film the
historv of Marva Demchenko from the life of Marya DeinelICnlk0 .

difference was that I could not

	

r' e on film events that hack
_'1 yea y oceurrccT-I_ ,

	

n v_write_sim_ultaneously, astile_eVcius are

	

4
r

occurring. I cannot writeabout the meeting of thC_ omsomol after
iihas taken 1) ace.

	

rid"I~ cannot, like some correspondents, writei
ian

	

is e on events, on spectacles, on carnivals scycral clays after �~
they have taken place. I do not demand that the cameraman be at
~gie scene of a fire two hours before it breaks out. Bjt~Lconiaot
permit.t

	

t he _o to film a fire a week after tlic {'c_ . :

	

gnne c>nt . .
1 received permission to film a

	

o

	

ioc inectin^, . to film Dcin-
chenko,and soon, from the directors when there «:,s already nothing
to film . This we used to call "directorial permission ."
Now I am working on films about the woman . 'This is not one

subject, but a series of themes . These films will be about a school-
girl, about a girl at home, about a mother and child, about abortion,
about the creative female youth, about the differe11ccs between our
girls and those abroad, about recreation and work, about the first
steps and; first words of a child, about the infant girl, about the
teenage girl, about the mature woman and the old woman . . .

I will also write about specific people, living and working. 'v
selection of people may be planned . I will film the development of
the man from diapers to old age. All tljis- 'Wiil be possible only
organization of the endless rescaNh,i filming and editing work . 'the

	

1
endless process of taking creative notes on film . The endlless 'process

of observation with camera in hand.
Some sort of workshop or laboratory should be started where one

could work under special conditions-conditions- where crca? ;vc
'thoughts an_d_organizational_.forms_would not coin9ict and nulli`y ~'
each. other.

1944
Translated from the Russian by Val Telber,
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This proposal was boldly called the "Leninist Film Proportion."
Attempts were made to publish the proposal in the cinematographic
press. . N, Lebedev, the editor-in-chief of the only movie magazine
appearing at that time, Kino-Journal, returned the manuscript, to
me, declaring that lie protested the teen "Leninist film Proportion
and that he was : against this attempt to utilize an "accidental"
phraf by Lenin, and to present it as a sort of testimonial directive.__
The proposal of the "kinoks," rejected by the cinema press, was
nevertheless published later by Pravda on the 16th of August, 192> ._,
The very : term itself, "Leninist Film Proportion," was not current
for very long, and it is , only today, in 1929, that is has been taken
up again.

	

,~
6. Kino-Eye has. exerted considerable influeno~Qn~the theatrical

film, the language of which it has n ed.~Mo'rc and more, --.our
inem has borrowed the meth_ ods of Kino-Lye, sulierfciatly, , . at

0ocrea-ewit- is known as"tTie "art" "'film . AVe cite as ex-
antples Strike; Potemkin, and others . These borrowings have been
sufficient to arouse attention and have created quite a stir at home

well as abroad in the-domain of the theatrical,enacted film .

	

~~--.
Nevertheless, these directed films;-tlrmethods of"whichwere

superficially taken from Kino-Eye, present only a particular and
incidental facet of the Kino-Eye movement, the spread of which
continued uninterrupted .
7:; Kino-Eye has exerted a considerable influence on almost all

the arts, notably in the sphere of music and literature . We will re-
call here that in their manifesto of the unplayed film, the exponents
of Kino-Eye asked workers in the word, workers in letters, to initiate
the oral chronicle, radio chronicle . We recall that following this,
in Pravda: in 1925, N. Ossinski asked that literature engage itself
upon the 'road traced by Kino-Eye, that is to say, that it attempts
to present facts-documentary elements-in an organic form .
'r'Vertov is right," wrote O. Brik in Soviet Cinema, No. 2, 1926,

and he demanded of photography that it, fallow the example set by
Kino"Eye. "It is necessary to get out of*Ae circle of ordinary human"^~
vision; reality must be recorded not by imitating it, but by broaden- ~°
ing the-circle ordinarily encompassed by the human eye."

In their earliest declarations oh the subject of the sound film,
which'was not yet even invented then but which was soon to come,
the Kinola, who now call themselves the "Radioks," that is, follow-
ers of Radio-Eye, traced their path as leading from the Kino-Eye to
the' Radio-Eye; in other words, leading to the sound Kino-Eye trans-
mitted. by radio.



A few years ago ' wrote an article entitled "The Radio-Eye"
which appeared in F- avda under the general heading "Kino-Pravda . .
ad

	

io-Pravda." :: stated in that article that Radio-Eye was a -
means of:.abo?:~! .

	

distances between men-,�that it of er`e

	

act'n'op"
portunif~~ .or the t~orlCers oof thr'ordnot only to see themselves,
but to hear themselves SYNCHRONOUSLY.

7iic declaration of the "Kinoks" provoked at the time most pas.
s i~"" ~ztc discussions in the press. I remember a long article by Fev-
" .::ski, "Tendencies in Art and Radio-Eye." I recall a special publica-
tion, Radio, which devoted one of its issues exclusively to Radio-Eye .

'- The followers of Kino-Eye, not confining themselves solely to the
~, development of the unplayed film, were preparing themselves to

work on the Radio-Eye, the talking and sound film without the
play of actors .

Already in The Sixth Part of the World, the subtitles are replaced
b a ..!aral-tl'erne~by_a-radio,..theme, contrntalIy`=a aapted to the, ,
fi

	

'. The Eleventh Y¢ar is already constructed like a vlsua

	

nd
°-gohdrl tine-thing,, that is to say, that t11e_monttagewas done in relation
not only to the

-
e eye, but also to the ear.

	

_'

"-rtis 1ntie same diree ton, in passing from Kino-Eye to Radio-
Eye, that our film The Man with the Movie Camera was mounted .
The theoretical and practical work of the kinoks-radioks (differ-

ing in this respect from theatrical cinematography, which has found
itself caught off-guard) have run ahead of their technical possibilities
and, for a long time, have been awaiting a technical basis the advent,
of which will be late, in relation to Kino-Eye ; they await the Sound-
Cine and Television .
Recent technical acquisitions in this area lend powerful arms to

the partisans and workers of documentary sound clnegraphy in their
struggle for a °revolution in the cinema, for the abolition of play,
for an October of Kino-Eye .
!From the montage of visual facts recorded on film (Kino-Eve)

we pass to the ;montage of visual and acoustic facts transmitted by
radio (Radio-Eye) .

~- We shall go from there to the simultaneous montage of visual-
acoustic-tactile-olfactory facts, etc.
We shall then reach the stage where we will surprise and record

human thoughts, and, finally
{~--- we shall reach to the greatest experiments of direct organization

of thoughts (and consequently of actions) of all mankind.
Such are the technical perspectives of . Kino-Eye, born of the

October Revolution .
(Excerpts from a lecture given in Paris in 1929)

~!!II 11! 1 !I

Montage and a Few Principles of Kino-Eye

Dine-Eye is _a victory against time . It is avisual; link between
henomena se crated from one anotfier in time. Kin-dy gives a
con ensation o t1me,ancaalsoits decomposition .

Kino-Eye offers the nossibilit o: sceing .,.,thc living processes in
a telriorall

	

`arbitrar

	

or

	

anc

	

(Qll.Qkving,a

	

?os~nrhythr1i;;fTie~^,
'speed of w is tie human eye would not otherwise be able to
follow.

	

° --
Kino-Eye + avails itself of all the current means of recording ultra .-

rapid motion, microcinematography, reverse motion, multiple cs-

posure, foreshortening ; etc., and does not consider these as tricks,
but as normal

	

recesses of which wide use must, be n11clc-.
^ mo-Re make 'use-ofa1T"'fhe'icsources'of

	

witigc, drawing to'.
gether and linking : the various points of the universe in a. chrono- !~ fir

if necessary' is ilogical or anachronistic order, as onewills, .by breaku~~,,-
w1tTitTielawsand customs' of the . ,construction of cinc-thing .

n m oducglfelf-into the apparent chaos of life, the Kino-Tyc ,
tries to find in life itself an answer to the questions it poses: Xo_
find the re nd_necessag line among_the millions, of .phenomena
thatiela_te_to._the theme.

To make a montage is to organize pieces of f,,! ,, -n, which we call
the frames, into a cine-thing . It means to write something cine-
graphic with the recorded shots . It does not mean to select pieces
to make "scenes" (deviations of a theatrical character), nor does it
mean to arrange pieces according to subtitles (deviations of a literary
character) . '

Every Kino-Eye production is mounted on the very clay that the
subject (there) is chosen, and this work ends only with the launch-
ing of the film into circulation in its definitive form . In other words, :
monta e-takes

	

lace from the Beginning to tllc-end oiproduction .
Montage be nigthus uncTerstood, we cafjlistfllbuisth diree periods:
First period: 7ie "Montage_

	

Eval~iation" of all

	

documents
that are directly or indirectly related to the chosen theme (m:m11-
scripts, various objects, film clippings, photograplu, newspaper
clippings, books, etc.) . As a result of,this montage, which com, ts

ost precious documents or t?iosc~in picking and grouping the m
simply useful, the plan indicated by thel theine becomes crystallized,
appears more evideiit;~aore' -dist nct, more defilicd .
Second period: ';Montage Synthesis'.'.-of jhe human,eye concern-

ing the selected theme-Tmontage of personal observation or of re-

r
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